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Research critical o f cartoon violence

Children's TV hinders peace education
Television cartoon shows are presenting to our children the idea of
'enemies' portrayed as completely
evil, ruthless beings incapable of
b e i n g reasoned with, according to
Dr Paula Gutiove, w h o was a visiti n g f e l l o w at t h e U n i v e r s i t y ' s
Peace Research Centre in March.
Dr Gutiove is the executive director of
the Center for Psychological Studies in
the Nuclear Age, which is an affiliate of
the Harvard Medical School at Cambridge Hospital, Massachusetts.
She said television shows such as *Shera' and * He-man' socialised children to
believe that heroes were all good and
the enemy was all evil. He-man and

Further moves
on merger
deferred
T h e A N U will d e f e r any further
m o v e towards a m a l g a m a t i o n with
CCAE and CITA because of the uncertainty surrounding the Bill and
the concerns expressed by staff, students and the Professorial Board
in meetings o f l l and 12 April.
The decision, taken by the University
Council on 14 April, follows a statement
by the Minister for Employment, Education and Training, Mr Dawkins, on 12
April that the Bill would not go to the
Senate if it looked like being blocked.
(Both the Liberals and Democrats have
said they will vote against the legislation
in the Senate.)
Council resolved that 'actions which
were to flow from the memorandum of
understanding made on 4 April 1989 be
deferred until, and if, the legislation is
passed or until this decision is reviewed
at a future meeting of the Council, but
that areas of collaboration continue to
be developed.' This means, in particular, that the setting up of tripartite
working groups to address various
questions about the amagamation will
not proceed at this stage.
A report in The Canberra Times of 13
April quotes Mr Dawkins as saying he is
looking at alternatives to the merger,
including a plan 'which would see the
faculties of the ANU merge with the
Canberra College of Advanced Education, under local government control*,
with the Institute of Advanced Studies
as a separate body operating under federal control.
Council reaffirmed its position that 'the
Institute of Advanced Studies and The
Faculties remain in combination as The
Australian National University, and that
whether amalgamation legislation is
enacted or not, the ANU, given its role
and Australia-wide responsibilities,
remain wholly u n d e r Commonwealth
l^slation*.

She-ra fight enemies that are often portrayed as deadly skeletons. Further, it is
conveyed to children that there is one
ultimate enemy, a Nazi-Soviet-Asian
stranger who personifies all evil and
needs to be contained and destroyed.
Dr Gutiove said these television shows
also reinforced children's inherent inability to integrate conflicting feelings
about themselves and other people.
People were either good or bad; they
could never be both.
Her centre has been studying images
of the enemy and has identified certain
children's shows in which enemies and
political conflict play a significant role.
These shows are 'He-man', 'She-ra',
'Rambo', ' G l j o e ' , 'Gobots', 'Transformers', 'Voltron', 'Ghostbusters', 'Superman' and 'Defenders of the Universe'.
Most are shown on Australian TV,
early in the morning.
She said enemies were depicted as
having foreign accents or strange facial
features; undesirable personalities such
as being infantile and ruthless aggressors who 'attack the innocent people of
the world' and were unwilling to
compromise or negotiate.
Heroes, on the other hand, were
handsome and mature and only used
aggression to defend themselves when
attacked. They were champions of liberty and dedicated tlieir lives to protecting the innocent of the world.
Conflicts arising out of competition for
political and economic influences tend
in these programs to be resolved by violent means. Dr Gutiove says frequent
and prolonged exposure to the shows

Dr Gutiove
could make children unlikely to consider alternatives to resolution of conflict by violence.
'Children are being taught to see the
world as a dangerous place where the
enemy attacks without provocation;
where peace is only achieved through
strength; where you cannot reason with
the enemy,' Dr Gutiove said. All the
messages being passed to children were
negative. They were not being taught to
question whether or not the use of aggression was always justified.

Her centre is a pioneer and leader in
terms of surveying children's beliefs. It
also employs psychologists and family
therapists to help families to better understand how to cope with the nuclear
age. Dr Gutiove said her centre still had
a lot of questions to answer, such as
whether children's television shows
were desensitising a whole generation to
violence and making them unrealistic in
their expectations of the enemy, ideas
that were 'frightening for the world's
f u t u r e ' . However, while its findings
might be frightening, they should not
be ignored. 'We have a responsibility
not to be indifferent to the future,' she
said.
Dr Gutiove said another one of the
major studies undertaken by her centre
was on whether children were aware of
the nuclear threat. The study provided
hard evidence that children were aware
of the dangers of nuclear war and this
was despite the subject often being
taboo in families.
Parents often created this taboo because they wanted to protect their children, but they felt impotent in the face
of a nuclear war.
Children were found to be aware that
the subject was being avoided and interpreted the silence as indifference.
They were left feeling confused and
distant from their parents.
Telling a child not to worry about
something was a sure way of ensuring
that the first thing that they did was
worry about it. However, her centre had
found that once fears of a nuclear holoCont. on Page 2

Restructure for RSSS
The Research School of Social Sciences at the A N U will be restructured following the completion of
major internal and external reviews of the School over the past
three years.
The Director of the School, Professor Paul F. Bourke, said that a key
aim was to make the School's research efforts more flexible and more
responsive to changing demands.
Another important benefit would be
the streamlining of administration
to allow greater freedom in the allocation of funds and resources within
the School.
He indicated that there had been a
detailed exploration of academic
grounds for restructuring, particularly focusing on tiiose areas of social
science research which required the
mixture of human and physical resources available in the School.
Professor Bourke said the comprehensive internal review of the School
prepared the way for a major external evaluation last year led by Professor Donald Stokes of Princeton University. An external review is part of

the ANU's general policy that each of
the seven schools should be reviewed
eveiy 10 years.
Professor Bourke said the Stokes review saw the School as being very
successful in its work during the last
decade and held out an extremely exciting future. Importantiy, the review
also set the School on a course that
will be relevant to the 1990 review of
the Institute of Advanced Studies.
In announcing plans for the restructuring, Professor Bourke said the
School would establish four broad
divisions embracing the work of its
previous departments and units. One
division would organise work in
sociology and demography, another
in historical research, and a third in
economics, political science and
multidisciplinary areas such as urban
research. The fourth division would
encompass law and philosophy.
Professor Bourke said although all
previous departments and units in
the school would be dissolved formally, many of the areas of work associated with tiiem would continue to
be identifiable as divisional programs of research.

He also emphasised that the new
divisions would continue to house
and encourage the work of individual
scholars working at a high level of
excellence within the traditional
disciplines. He said the purpose of the
new divisions was to allow greater
flexibility in the use of rsources and
to e n c o u r a g e the p l a n n i n g of
research
a g e n d a s within
and
between disciplines.
As an example of new work in the
School, he referred to a future project
examining the importance of the
household economy in Australia's
economic development. 'The project
will be the next stage in our work
looking at the nature and structure of
the family in Australia,' said Professor Bourke. 'We are just beginning
to get the benefits of a large investm e n t in a project called tiie Australian Family, and we have previously done a large exercise on ageing. Now, in fields like demography, economics, economic history, sociology and in urban research, we
are beginning to see the spin-offs in
Cont. on Page 5

Linguist among honours recipients
Dr Anna Wierzbicka, considered
to be one of the 10 leading linguists in the world today, has been
appointed as a special professor for
h e r distinguished and internationally renowned work.
Professor Wierzbicka came to the ANU
in 1973 from the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw and has been a reader
in the Department of Linguistics in the
Faculty of Arts since 1978.
She has published a number of books
and papers on univeral semantics. One
of her major research interests is how
different cultural preoccupations are reflected in language. The Dean of Arts,
Dr Bob Gushing, speaking to Council in
support of the appointment, described
her as 'a fine teacher' as well as having
an impressive research record.
Others to receive awards and honours
recently include;
Dr Scott McLennan, recipient of a US
Presidential Young Investigator Award
which will provide him with research
funds of $100,000 a year for five years.
Dr McLennan, who spent seven years as
a research fellow in the ANU Research
School of Earth Sciences, accepted a
professorial position at the Department
of Earth and Space Sciences at the State
University of New York, Stony Brook,
tsvo years ago. He will be revisimg ANU
in May and June of this year to continue
collaborative work with Dr Ross Taylor

Professor Wierzbicka
and to begin work on a second edition
of their jointiy authored book The Continental Crust: Its Composition and Evolution .
Professor Kurt Lambeck, Director of
the Research School of Earth Sciences,
has been invited by the Royal Astronomical Society to deliver the Harold
Jeffreys Lecture for 1989. The Lecture,
established in 1963 by the Royal Astronomical Society, is the premier award of
the Society for the discipline of geophysics, including atmospheric sciences,

Letter to tlie Editor
We are profoundly disappointed by
the contents of your j o u r n a l ' s 14
April issue. In the light of recent
events it is matter not merely for
regret, but for indignation, that so
one-sided an account o f the amalgamation question should be published.
As if that were not enough, the offence
is compounded by its circulation to an
audience trebled by the membership of
Convocation.
Your front-page report of the public
meeting of 11 April is of particular
concern. Apart from a brief statement of
Professor Molony's resolutions, only an
heroic headline captures the mood and
views of that gathering. Instead the
Vice-Chancellor's utterances dominate
the text; the contentions of a
substantially critical audience are
ignored; and what chiefly emerges is the
haste with which Mr Dawkins' latest
and crassest threat ~ of absolute
dismemberment
has
been
incorporated in the case for amalgamation, when previous sanctions have collapsed.
Your survey of Reporter coverage. T h e
Road So Far', may be as much as anything a reproach to the opponents of
amalgamation, for preferring to communicate their concerns through the
public press. Yet the predominance of
administrative pronouncements is itself
highly reveaUng, and their message still
more so. From pungent comment on
green and white papers, the *story' proceeds rapidly via fleeting qualms toward
an unremitting advocacy of amalgamation, founded not on reasoned argument but on untested assertion, inspired
not by academic goals but by dread of a
ministerial bludgeon. Acquiescence pervades a series of mystical predictions on
amalgamation, calculated to mesmerise
rather than enlighten the University
community. Within weeks of its first
mooting, the measure is presented as a
fait accompli, a sentence against which
there can be no appeal.
It is lamentable that so limited a
treatment of so crucial an issue should
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go forth to the members of Convocation, devoid as it is of any criticism of
amalgamation, of any *other side of the
question', and couched throughout in
the future tense, as if the legislation
prepared were not already doomed to
failure in the Senate. The net result has
very much the appearance of special
pleading. We call upon you, as editor,
and on those who direct your journal's
role, to redress this imbalance, and to
offer members of Convocation a thorough survey of the amalgamation issue
in all its lights - so that they may fully,
rather than all too partially, judge what
should be their University's destiny.
Anthea Hyslop
Ian Hancock
Caroline Ifeka
Neil Tennant
I. S. Farrington
J . M. Barbalet
Nicholas Brown
ANU Reporter provides a forum for
members of the University community
to express their views: it can hardly be
blamed if they have failed to take advantage of the opportunities thus offered.
Reporter does not practise censorship
and does not reject letters or Comment
articles except where the material submitted has nothing to do with the University, is too long or is potentially
defamatory (and in these latter tsvo
cases it is returned to die author with
suggestions as to how it can be made
suitable for publication). We welcome
responses to any statements published
in the newspaper.
It is not our function, in compiling an
overview of events, to include opinions
expressed in The Canberra Times or elsewhere. If statements opposing amalgamation had been presented to us, they
would have been published in Reporter at
the time and would have been reproduced in the special supplement. - Editor.

oceanography and geochemistry. Since
its inception, the Lecture has been delivered by some of the most distinguished scientists in the field, including
Ewing, Bullard, Munk and Press, as well
as Sir Harold Jeffreys himself, who gave
the first lecture. Professor Lambeck's
address, on 'Sea Level Change and
Mantle Viscosity*, will be delivered in
London on 12 May.
Professor Brian Anderson, Head of the
Department of Systems Engineering in
the Research School of Physical Sciences, has been elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society. Professor Anderson's
election is considered to be a rare honour because of the small number of engineers who have been made Fellows of
the Society.
Professor P. G. HaU, of the Statistics
Section, School of Mathematical Sciences, and Department of Statistics,
Faculty of Economics and Commerce,
has shared the Thomas Ranken Lyle
Medal for 1989. The award, by the
Australian Academy of Science, is made
every two years for distinguished research in mathematics or physics.
Emeritus Professor Frank Fenner was
invested as a Companion of the Order of
Australia (AC) (General Division) by
the Governor-General on 7 April for his
services to medical science, public health
and the environment.
Emeritus Professor Adrien Albert was
made an Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) for his services to medical
chemistry, particularly in the fields of
teaching and research. Professor Albert
was not at the investiture ceremony because of prior conunitments to lecture
in the United States.

Children's TV
from page 1
caust had been broached by a family,
the family was able to acknowledge
each others's vulnerability and lean on
each other with a new sense of interdependence, which was more mentally
healthy all round.
The centre had also found that children able to talk about the nuclear
threat were more optimistic about it
than their peers who were not able to
share their fears.
A survey undertaken about a year ago
studying children in 14 countries had
found that they were aware of the possibility of nuclear war and concerned
about it.
While US children were not as aware
as Soviet children of the threat of a nuclear war, it was the Soviet children who
were more optimistic about the future.
Two-thirds of the Soviet children studied believed the world's greatest problems could be solved, compared with
only 19 per cent of US children.
Dr Gutiove said the reasons why this
was so, such as whether Soviet children
placed more faith in their State because
its inadequacies were hidden behind a
wall of censorship or whether events
such as Watergate had disillusioned the
US children, were not able to be determined. However, most of the evidence
seemed to point to honesty and openness being the best policy. Dr Gudove's
advice is for parents to talk to their children about issues that threaten planet
Earth. She said they should give the answers with which they felt comfortable
but remain honest at all times.
Her centre has produced a booklet
called No Reason to Talk About It tiiat
provides guidelines for families and has
been written by parents, teachers and
clergy. It is available from: The Center
for Psychological Studies in the Nuclear
Age, 1493 Cambridge St, Cambridge
MA 02139, United States of America.

Professor Anderson
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Publications
A sum of initially $10,000 a year has
been set aside by the Vice-Chancellor to
help subsidise publications by University
staff It is hoped to limit any one subsidy
to $2000, although this may be increased
to $2500 in exceptional cases.
Applications will close on 30 June. For
further information, contact Mrs Lorraine Welling on ext. 2107.

Forests debate
Leading speakers representing government, the NSW South Coast timber industry and the conservation movement
will debate in parliamentary style the
question That the Forests are Forever'
on 11 May from 7.30pm in Melville Hall.
The ANU Convocation Debate will be
sponsored by the Students' Forest Action Group and the ANU Debating Society.

City planning
Emeritus Professor John W. Reps, an
urban historian and town planner recently retired from Cornell University,
will give a free public lecture on 'Making
a Capital City: The Planning and
Development of Washington, D C on
Wednesday 10 May from 8pm in the H.
C. Coombs Lecture Theatre. He will
analyse the merits and shortcomings of
Pierre L'Enfant's design for the US capital. Inquiries to University Public Relations, tel. 492229/494144.

US amalgamations
Professor Leslie M. Lipson, Emeritus
Professor of Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley, will give a
public lecture on 'Amalgamated
Universities: The American Experience'
on Monday 8 May from 5.30pm to
6.30pm in Union Conference Room 1,
Building 1, Canberra College of
Advanced Education. The lecture is
jointly sponsored by the Australian
Institute of Tertiary Educational
Administrators (ACT Branch) and die
college. Inquiries to 522231 (bh).
Two letters on the topic of Professor
J.A.C. Mackie's Comment article on
coursework have been held over due
to lack of space. They will appear in
the next edition of ANU Reporter.

ANU in joint bid for gravity
wave Telescope

Research on laser optics in the Department of Physics and Theoretical Physics in The Faculties has
enabled an Australia-wide bid by
scientists and industry for a giant
gravity-wave telescope. If the bid is
successful, the telescope, which
would cost $31 million over five
years, will be the first of its type in
the world and will allow scientists
to observe the most mystifying
phenomenon in the universe gravity waves.
The ANU physicists, Professor John
Sandeman, Dr David McClelland and
Dr Hans Bachor, along with colleagues
from the University of Western Australia, the Western Australian Government and BHP Engineering have prepared a feasibility study for the project.
The Australian Research Council has received a funding submission and a decision will be known later this year.
The observatory would be an essential
link in a proposed international network
of gravity telescopes. At least four instruments scattered across the globe
would be needed to identify exacdy
where the gravity waves are coming
from in the universe. A telescope in the
Southern Hemisphere would be vital to
the international project and the Australian team would collaborate closely
with scientists in the United States,
Britain and Germany.
The telescope requires a huge vacuum
chamber, a right-angled structure six
kilometres long, and would take five
years to build. The preferred site is on a
sand plain at Wallingup Plain,100 kilometres north of Perth, and it is hoped
the instrument would be operational by

Dr Hans Bachor, in the Physics Department's laser laboratory, explains how the
telescope would work, using lasers and high-precision mirrors. Photo: Branko
Ivanovich.
1994. At $31 million, the cost is dramatically lower than a similar project for two
gravity telescopes in the United States,
which is estimated to cost $150 million.
To be known as the Australian International Gravitational Observatory, the
telescope would be able to measure
gravity waves, the existence of which
has been confirmed indirecdy only in
recent years, and would be able to detect violent events in distant space such
as supernovas and binary neutron stars

culminating into black holes which existing optical and radio telescopes cannot 'see'. Einstein's theory says that
these catastrophic events in the universe
radiate energy in the form of gravity
waves.
The telescope would use intense laser
beams and high-precision mirrors to
measure the barely detectable gravitational waves that pass through the
Earth. Professor Sandeman said the
telescope would be so sensitive that if a

gravity wave displaced the mirrors by
one million-million-millionth part of a
metre, or less than the size of a single
atom, the movement would be detected.
The telescope would be a million
times more sensitive than the secondgeneration gravity-wave detector at the
University of Western Australia.
Professor Sandeman said the ANU's
role would be to develop the interferometer and to develop s)'stems to match
the laser to the interferometer. A key
part of the project is laser technology
developed at the ANU while investigating the so-called 'squeezed states of
light'.
Scientists and engineers from more
than 16 industrial and academic research organisations in Australia and
New Zealand would be involved in developing the necessary advanced technology for the telescope, if it goes
ahead.
Professor Sandeman said that although the telescope was a fundamental
science project, there would be many
commercial spin-offs. These could include the development of solid-state
lasers, the possible manufacture and export of laser components, high precision
optics - including super-smooth mirrors
for navigation systems currentiy available only in some defence systems - supercomputers, new lasers for medicine
and ultra high vacuum technology.
'The great benefit of the project is that
it will be a constant push for new technology,' Professor Sandeman said. I t is
not like building a new radio or optical
telescope . . . It is a completely new
idea. The need to develop the necessary
new technologies will be a dynamic
process.'

Autumn Graduation Ceremonies
More than 700 people received their
degrees at the autumn conferring
ceremonies at the Canberra School of
Music on 30 and 31 March.
The Pro-Chancellor, Sir Geoffrey
Yeend officiated at all three ceremonies.
He is seen here (bottom right)
conferring a PhD on Dr Lex Beardsell,
technology development officer at
ANUTECH.
Professor Sue Saijeantson, (left) head
of Human Genetics in the John Curtin
School of Medical Research, delivered
the address at one of the ceremonies
and spoke of the need for a government
levy on the manufacturing industry to
boost Australia's research effort.
Annemarie
Devereux
(below)
graduated as Bachelor of Arts with first-

class honours and was awarded a
University Medal in History. Ms
Devereux is at the ANU on a National
Undergraduate Scholarship and had
aready won prizes for history, contracts
and torts. Before continuing with her
arts/law degree, she is spending this
year as a volunteer welfare worker in
Sydney at a refuge for homeless men.
Dr Wenlong Zang (lower left) with his
son William, seven months, who was
born five days after Dr Zang submitted
his thesis for his PhD degree in
paleontology in the Faculty of Science.
Dr Zang and his family will return soon
to China, where he will continue his
work at the Nanjing Institute.
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Aboriginal demand for university
places doubling every year
Applications by Aborigines and
Torres Strait Islanders for places
in university courses are doubling
each year, says the University's recently appointed Aboriginal Liaison Officer, Mr Bob Randall.
Mr Randall, whose previous post was
course co-ordinator of the Aboriginal
Education Unit at Wollongong University, is working with 11 Aboriginal students at the ANU this year, two of
whom are first-year students. He hopes
the total studying at the ANU will reach
25 by the end of the triennium.
The ANU students come from the
Kimberley region of Western Australia,
the Northern Territory and Queensland,
as well as NSW and the ACT.
Mr Randall provides support and
advice to the Aboriginal students on
campus, works with secondary and
primary school teachers in the ACT who
have Aboriginal students, and also
collaborates with the Aboriginal
Education Consultancy Group and other
community and education groups in
Canberra and interstate.
Mr Randall says an important part of
his work is liaising with government
departments on staff improvement programs and telling potential students
about the scholarships and entrance
schemes available.
He encourages prospective Aboriginal
university students by telling them
about his own experiences. Bom in the
desert at Angas Downs in Central Australia in 1934, he was taken from his Pitjantjatjara family at the age of six and
transported to the Arnhem Land
Methodist Mission on Croker Island,
1000 kilometres away to the north. He
left school at a young age and held a
variety of jobs before deciding to study
at night so he could get a better job.
This second chance at education led to
a career as a social worker, legal-aid administrator in the Nortliem Territory,

PRC Review
The Vice-Chancellor has approved the
terms of reference for the Peace Research Centre in RSPacS. The Review
will be held from 15-19 May and
anyone interested in making a written submission should send it to the
Director, RSPacS, by 5 May. Details of
the terms of reference are available
from ext. 2221.

Edge Secretary
Mr Barry Parr, Assistant Business Officer, Central Areas, has agreed to act
as Secretary to the Edge Management
Committee following the retirement
of Mr Colin McGregor on 31 March
1989. Correspondence and enquiries
conceming the Edge Wild Life Refuge,
Mongarlowe, should be directed to
Room 212, Chancelry, ext 4257.

Parents' Group

Mr Randall, centre, with Mrs Moira Bligh, Mr Ron Heron, Mr Lance Bligh and
the Blighs' daughter Rebecca. Ron is in his fourth year of studies of prehistory and
anthropology at ANU and Mr and Mrs Bligh were inquiring about courses. Photo:
Neal McCracken.
consultant to government on Aboriginal
culture, teacher and lecturer at the Aboriginal Community College in South
Australia.
Mr Randall sees himself in the business
of second-chance education - a venture,
he hopes, that will be successful in giving more Aborigines a first-class education.
The University has a Special Entry
Scheme for Aborigines and Torres Strait
Islanders. Under the scheme, people
who might not otherwise be qualified to
enter are encouraged to gain admission

to undergraduate courses. Depending
on qualification and experience, applicants may have to undertake a year-long
preparatory course, an essay test, the
Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test, or
specially designed skills preparation.
According to Mr John Clanchy, of the
University's Studies Skills Centre, the
ANU is beginning to build a reputation
because of the success of its Aboriginal
students. Mr Clanchy said Aborigines
who came to the ANU tended to do well
at their studies and a number had completed or were doing honors work.

Judith Clingan: musician in residence
Reporter readers, are you interested
in music? If so, Judith Clingan,
Canberra composer, performer and
recently appointed Creative Arts
Fellow at the ANU, would like to
hear from you.
She would like to meet University
students and staff who play the recorder
or in fact any musical instrument, who
sing, who want to compose, would like
to leam to read notation; those interested
in music education or who just like listening to music - ancient, mediaeval,
Renaissance, baroque, classical and romantic, 20th century 'serious' - almost
any kind of music.
Judith Clingan follows a distinguished number of Australian artists
who have been Creative Arts Fellows at
ANU. They include composers George
Dreyfus and the late Don Banks, writer
Rodney Hall, painters John Perceval
and Sidney Nolan, sculptor Michael
Legrand, jazz musician Don Burrows,
photographer John Reid and film makers Clive Scollay and Penny Tweedie.
Judith Clingan was born in Sydney
in 1945 and gained a Bachelor of Arts
degree. Initially, she did not study
music formally, apart from singing in
choirs.
T moved to Canberra with my family
when I was 18 and began doing anyJudith Clingan with a mediaeval shawm thing musical I could lay my hands on
from her collection of rare musical with recorder and voice,' she said.
instruments. Photo: Robin Edwards.
'When I began working, I taught lan4 — ANU RBporterYnd2.y 28 April 1989
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guages in schools, but in the meantime
Fd bought a bassoon and had begun
playing in orchestras. In 1967, I started
the Canberra Children's Choir.'
From 1969 she taught music rather
dian languages, and in 1972 moved to
Hobart, where she studied and taught
French, art and music. In 1981 she won
a rare Hungarian government scholarship to leam the Zoltan Kodaly method
of teaching young people to be musically literate. The Kodaly Institute later
commissioned her to write an opera, resulting in the production of Francis, in
1986.
Judith Clingan began the choral
group Gaudeamus, which she still directs, in 1985. She was composer in residence at the Perth Modem School in
1988 and later composed a cantata for
choir and orchestra, Lux Mundi. Her bicentennially-funded musical theatre
work, Ngambra, with libretto by Anthony Hill, was produced at the ACT
Arts Centre last year.
Judith Clingan's Creative Arts Fellowship is for six months. Tn that time, I
hope to hold lunchtime music groups
which will produce some really good
music,' she said. T shall use this music
in a piece of music theatre at the ANU
Arts Centre from 25-29 July on the
theme of the destruction of the environment. The contacts I make at the
University should produce two or three
solo singers and a small instrumental
ensemble.'

* Living with a Teenager' is the name of
a new lunchtime discussion group for
parents of teenagers. The group will
meet in the Counselling Centre on
Thursdays. Interested parents are asked
to join Margaret Evans at the first meeting on Thursday 4 May at 12.30pm or
telephone 492442 for further information.

Thai visitor
Dr Suthiporn Chirapanda, from the
Thai Ministry of Agriculture, visited the
University on 24 and 25 April as part of
his Sir John Crawford travel award,
which also took him to Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane. Mr Ted Chapman, of the Department of Geography,
said Dr Suthiporn was primarily interested in the computer-based inventorying of land, an area the Departments of
Geography and Forestry were moving
into. The two also discussed joint research into the growth of numbers of
the village landless in Thailand.

Meet our man
in Hong Kong

Mr Andrew Chen (above) has been appoint
the University's student recruitment
representative in Hong Kong. He graduated
with a Bachelor of Economics (Hons) degr
from ANU in 1988 and is Director of
Education and Training with the firm ofJo
Alberto and Associates. Mr Chen recently
spent three days in Canberra for discussio
with deans and also inspected computer sc
ence facilities. Photo: Robin Edwards.

ANU in the technology market place
By IAN ROSS*
The man from Georgia Tech said:
'Technology transfer is a contact
sport.' The man from Stanford
demurred: 'Sure, but you have to be
prepared to make many passes before you make real contact.'
These pearls of wisdom set the agenda
for a technology transfer 'conference'
held in Adanta from 4 to 7 April.
It was a by-invitation event embracing
the US and the Pacific Rim. The ANU
was there in some strength: three from
Anutech (Bob Calvert, Andreas Dubs,
Lex Beardsell), and three from die University (Chris Bryant, Barry LutherDavies and myself). Also from Australia
was the University of New South Wales.
Other non-American universities included National Taiwan, Fudan
(Shanghai), Tsukuba, Science Tokyo,
Toronto, British Columbia, Singapore,
and Mexican National.
There were as well 110 representatives
of (mainly US) technology-based companies, with tides such as * Director,
Technology Planning and Development'.
T o describe this gathering as a
'conference' is misleading. It was, in
fact, a trading post in ideas, inventions,
and patented intellectual property. Such
'conferences' have been held in the US
for some years, every two months. This
was the first to explore the Pacific Rim.
The Georgia Institute of Technology
was the host. Anutech's participation
was its and the University's first venture
in personal overseas marketing. Fifty
kilograms of books containing a portfolio of 38 offerings accompanied the mission.
The format of the meeting bears description: 7am, stand-up Continential

Notes from
Council
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Nichol, reported to a meeting of
Council on 14 April on student enrolments on the census date of 31
March.
He said that undergraduate enrolments had risen about 3.5 per cent on
1988 figures, accounted for entirely by
full-time students, who now made up 77
per cent of the student body compared
with 72 per cent last year. The trend
away from part-time enrolments appeared to be related to die introduction
of die Higher Education Contribution
Scheme. The number of new undergraduates was up by 7 per cent, with the
main areas of increase being in Commerce, Law and Asian Studies. The
number of school leavers had increased
by about 14 per cent. However, the percentage of ACT school leavers had fallen
from 52 per cent in 1988 to 48 per cent
in 1989, while die NSW percentage had
risen from 38.5 per cent to 41.5 per cent.
The number of overseas undergraduate students who were paying full fees
had risen from 21 in 1988 to 65 in 1989
with all faculties except Law involved.
Professor Nichol said that postgraduate
student numbers were at least 7 per cent
fewer than last year, with the figures still
subject to adjustment There had been
a slight shift to full-time enrolments in
graduate courses.
The total EFTSU at 31 March was
5429, which was at the lower end of the
planning range that the former CTEC
would have allowed around the target
figure set by the University in its
educational profile. Other matters
which came before Council included:

Professor Ross
breakfast; Sam to lunch, 30-minute presentations by universities in two rooms
(physical science and biological sciences) ; the afternoons devoted to ' o n e on-one' sessions - individual inquiries
to individual universities, each witli its
own stall; from 7pm to 9.30pm, dinner
(iced tea and speeches). A dense and
spartan regimen, but effective.
Abundantiy evident from this small
sample of the creativity of universities
was the wealth of potentially saleable
ideas seeking sponsorship and funds for
development. Universities generate
'technology push'. Industry primarily
esteems 'market pull'. The perceptions
that the two parties have of the value of
an invention are usually widely different Ideas seldom sell themselves. And
this is where the man from Georgia
Tech is transparendy right: what it takes

Professorial Board

Council noted die report of the Professorial Board, which met on 12 April,
and the following resolutions on which
it voted:
1. That this Professorial Board strongly
supports the consistent stand of Council,
restated at its last meeting on 10 March
1989, that it was the preference of the
Council that the University retain its
separate identity, with adequate funding, working in close co-operation with
the Canberra College of Advanced Education. {Carried unanimoiLsly.)
2. Furdier, after much reflection and
appraisal of all the likely consequences
of amalgamation, we hold that retention of the ANU's separate identity is
the only viable course if it is to continue
to discharge its responsibilities in
teaching
and research
without
compromise of standards and dilution
of academic effort. {Carried - 32 in
favour, 23 against.)
3. That this Professorial Board urges
Council to take every step towards the
retention of the separate identity of
ANU and to desist immediately from
using any further endeavours in relation
to amalgamation with die CCAE, as distinct from collaboration. {Carried - 32 in
favour, 23 against.)
4. That this Professorial Board requests
Council to inform the Minister that the
officers of this University will take no
further steps towards amalgamation, as
distinct from collaboration. {Defeated - 23
in favour, 25 against.)
5. That this Professorial Board expresses its regret to Council that the atmosphere of uncertainty and alarm created by the moves towards amalgamation has hindered collaborative academic initiatives already under way between the Institute and The Faculties
and the efforts taken towards flexibility
and the portability of courses between

to make university research reach the
market is eyeball-to-eyeball contact.
No deals were struck, no deals were
expected to be struck. But now ANU
has credentials and contacts where otherwise it would not have.
Questions will already have arisen in
the minds of our acute readers. Universities in Australia are here, we are told,
to service the economy of Australia.
Why, by the living Harry, should
Anutech pay to send six people on an
overseas jaunt (all overseas trips are
ripoffs) to flog Australian skills to
America, Japan, etc?
Well, and maybe out there Mr
Dawkins and others are listening, we
have for some years been trying the local markets, and with some success, but
we have not found the captains of industry beating a padi to our door. This
goes for UNSW too - and incidentally
they had impressive products and projects, many of them better developed
than ours through their engineering
competence. 'So: what does a good Australian do? Pay $20,000 to secure international patent coverage on a good
idea, and then let it falter for want of local esprit; or, having drawn a blank with
Australian industry, seek to find a partner elsewhere? Research funds and royalties from an overseas parmer are better than nothing: research funds plus
royalties plus equity plus local
manufacture are the ideal.
If you were sent to represent the ANU
in such a place, you would wish first to
impress with your credentials. All universities attempted that, in diverse ways,
from lofty insouciance to videotapes.
ANU ploys were the professionalism of
its team, the quality of its offerings, and
its book, which was widely commended.
There was wisdom in the choice. I met

the CCAE and ANU. {Carried - 34 in
favour, 6 against.)
The Board's resolution on future
provision for a Professorial Board was
considered by Council. The resolution
was to the effect that the Australian National University Bill 1988 be amended to
include provision for a Professorial
Board similar to that described in 15D of
The Australian National University Act
1946.
The Vice-Chancellor was requested by
Council to report back after receiving
advice from the two academic boards.
(The meeting of 12 April was the first
time die Board had met for 18 years.)

Chair of Art History

Council approved the continuing appointment of Professor Michael Greenhalgh until retiring age. Professor
Greenhalgh, now 48, was appointed to
the William Dobell Chair in Art History
in 1986 for a period of five years. It had
been agreed by die ANU that a decision
would be taken on whedier or not to
offer him appointment to retiring age
by 30 April 1989.

Big Band
A concert, T h e Big Band Sound and All
that Jazz', will be held in the Dining
Hall at Bruce Hall on Sunday 14 May at
6.30pm. All members of the University
and their friends are invited. The
program will consist of jazz and swing.
It will feature the Canberra School of
Music Big Band and the school's Jazz
Department Vocal Ensemble.
The door charge of $3 for students
and concession ($6 for others) will
include a light supper. All proceeds will
go to the Bruce Hall Bursary Fund,
which subsidises residence fees for
needy students.

only o n e person from outside
Australasia who had heard of the ANU,
or who did not ask 'where is it?' That
person, from Colgate Palmolive, knew
Barry Ninham.
There are many fictions afloat about
the communication of skills from universities to the populace. One is that US
universities have found the solution.
They have not. Their graduates, hothoused in an economy that rewarded
entrepreneurship, established an era of
spin-off developments, exemplified by
Silicon Valley, and science parks, and so
on. Yes, but they are now worried about
Japan, and also the universities have got
litde out of this to assist their running
costs.
Royalty returns to all US universities
total $US50 million a year, of which
Stanford, Wisconsin and MIT are responsible for almost half The returns to
the rest are individually small. Most
universities, in fact, are groping to find
ways of linking with industry in profitable mutual engagement.
Remarkably, this goes too for Japanese
universities. Here we saw two leading
universities, with goods on offer that
one might have expected Japan Inc. to
pick up like a flash, offering the begging
bowl in just the same way as Stanford
and ANU.
I mention Stanford particularly, since
at such a meeting there are bound to be
a few disclosures that overlap. A
Toronto-Fudan collision was spectacular,
in the field of pressure-stretched polymeric fibres and sheets, as strong as
steel. But ANU had the notoriety of a
threefold collision with Stanford; it gave
Chris Bryant a charge that he got in first
on the program.
This is the first of a two-part report by
Professor Ian Ross, Pro Vice-Chancellor
(Special Projects). Part II mill appear
in the next ANU Reporter.

RSSS restructure
From Page 1
new understandings of the changing
patterns of families and housholds in
Australia. This next phase of study is
going to be exciting.'
A particularly important emphasis in
the Stokes review and in the School's
own self-evaluation is the proposal to
bring RSSS into closer relationship with
work in the social sciences in other
Australian universities. 'The future
research system in Australia,' Professor
Bourke said, 'might see the schools of
the institute serving as major concentrations of resources closely integrated
with the research activities of the state
universities through collaborations,
secondments, research agenda-setting
and joint postgraduate training.'
Professor Bourke said the restructuring plan, which has been approved
by the Board of the Institute of Advanced Studies, will be presented to the
University Council at its next meeting.
The plan will be implemented over the
next
year
and
most
of
the
recommendations will be in place by the
end of 1990.
Professor Bourke proposes to recommend that his colleagues. Professor
Robert Gregory (presendy Head of the
Economics Department in the School),
Professor Frank Jackson (Head of die
School's Philosophy Department),
Professor Kenneth Inglis (Head of the
School's History Department) and
Professor Frank Jones (Head of the
School's Sociology Department) be
appointed heads of the new four
divisions.
ANU Reporter Friday 28 April 1989 — 5

Book reu'iewr

Tracing the rise of colonial nationalism
Eddy, J., and Schreuder, D. (eds):
The Rise of Colonial Nationalism Australia, New Zealand, Canada and
South Africa first assert their nationalities, 1880-1914. Sydney, Allen 8c
Unwin, 258pp., 1988. $17.95.

By RALPH ELLIOTT*
To classical scholars the name
Richard J e b b means the learned
editor of Sophocles and one-time
MP for Cambridge University who
received the Order of Merit in
1905.
To Dr John Eddy, of the Research
School of Social Sciences, and his collaborators in The Rise of Colonial Nationalism, however, the name is that of
Sir Richard's nephew, apdy described in
this book as an * historical time-traveller'
who coined the phrase 'colonial
nationalism*. This is the theme of this
collection of essays edited by John Eddy
and Professor Deryck Schreuder, of
Sydney.
There have been previous studies of
the growth of white nationalist

sentiment within the former British
colonial empire, largely from the British
point of view, so that 'Richard Jebb
Revisited'
would
not
be
an
inappropriate alternative title for the
present book, as the editors admit. But
here the viewpoint is from the imperial
periphery and there is 'not a true
'Tom" among the writers'.
The book's sub-title, 'Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and South Africa first
assert their nationalities, 1880-1914', indicates its scope. What it does not indicate is the fascination of the younger
Jebb himself, who travelled widely
among the emerging nations of the
empire at the turn of the century, conversed with their leaders, observed the
burgeoning of nationalist aspirations,
and recorded it all in his Studies in
Colonial Nationalism (1905), his The
Imperial Conference: A History and
Study (1911), his numerous articles and
contributions to the London Morning
Post, and in his letters.
Jebb's vision, shared by such men as
Alfred Deakin in Australia and others
elsewhere, was of a reorganised empire
incorporating: the forces of local nation-

alism in the colonies, a vision of which
he was an untiring advocate. But, although a perceptive observer, Jebb underestimated some of the political
obstacles in the path of his ideal, in
Canada, New Zealand, and South Africa
especially.
Nor had he learned any lessons from
the chequered history of Ireland succinctly pointed out in Professor Oliver
MacDonagh's case study of the crisis in
Anglo-Irish relations in the revolutionary period 1775-1783: 'Enough of 1783
survives,' writes the latter, 'in one part
at least of the Ireland of 1988, to
demonstrate the inutilities of Jebb's
tool.'

Parallels
There are parallels in the rise of colonial nationalism in South Africa and
Canada. Both countries have their inherited European 'tribalisms', and Jebb
was well aware of the conflicting claims
of English and Afrikaners, of Canadians
and Canadiens as well as of Canada's
awkward proximity to the United
States.
Professor Schreuder on South Africa

Excellent and long-overdue study of
Displaced Persons in Australia
Kunz, Egon F., Displaced
Persons:
Calwell's
New
Australians,
Australian N a t i o n a l University
Press,1988, 285pp.

By JAMES JUPP*
Nearly half-a-million Australians are
here because of war, revolution or persecution. With their children and
grandchildren they constitute a body of
citizens whose lives have been affected
by the failures of other civilisations.
Australia has been generous, in one
sense, in accepting them. As Frank
Kunz makes clear in his study of the
Displaced Persons who came to
Australia between 1947 and 1952, that
generosity was always tempered by selfinterest and by the expectation that
'foreigners' would become 'Australians'
as quickly as possible and with litde
fuss. In fact many of the postwar DPs
have maintained their own cultures and
languages for forty years and can claim
to be the founders of multicultural
Australia.
It is an interesting comment that no
substantial book had hitherto been published about this very large and particularly interesting group of Australians.
The previous and smaller wave of
refugees, the Jews escaping from Hitier,
have been well documented. They
moved into
a
long-established
community, whereas the East Europeans from the DP camps found few
compatriots to welcome them. They organised themselves, published newspapers and books in their own languages,
and created the variety of folk occasions
which so attracted many of their
Australian sympathisers in the Good
Neighbour Councils. However, as
previous work by Frank Kunz has
shown, they were not welcomed by the
professions nor were they expected to
become anything other than labourers
and domestics. They were also expected
to leam English and to abstain from any
behaviour or appearances which might
6 —
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upset the incredibly provincial majority.
Thus began the long history of
Australian ambivalence towards the
rapidly increasing numbers from Europe. They were welcomed, asked to
assimilate, but told to keep their place.
Many are still unskilled workers unable
to speak English. Some are now
millionaires.
If this is the first general book on the
DPs, it is also an excellent survey of a
period of Australian history which has
hitherto been ignored, at least in
English-language publications. It is
thoroughly well documented, often
from official archives which only became available a few years ago. It uses
International Refugee Organisation and
other sources to give the most complete
picture of DP origins yet published. In
nationality terms the largest numbers
arriving between 1947 and 1954 were
Poles, Yugoslavs (mainly Croations),
Latvians, Ukrainians, Hungarians
(including the author), Lithuanians and
Czechoslovaks. Almost all had decided
not to return to countries under Communist control and they were, therefore, looked upon with grave suspicion
by the Australian Left and the trade
unions. A substantial majority were
Catholics. Half were under thirty which
means today that their ethnic
communities are quite elderly, as there
was little replenishment from anywhere
except Yugoslavia, Poland
and
Hungary. Very few spoke languages
already used in Australia and the lingua
franca of the reception camps was German.
Kunz distinguishes well between the
background and experiences of the variety of nationalities which most Australians simply lumped together under
the generic tide of 'Baits'. He does not
dodge the issue of the reactionary politics of a minority, which even today is
contentious as the national government
very belatedly approaches the task of
finding the few remaining war criminals
who entered Australia forty years ago.

The author followed up the lives of over
2000 former DPs and their experiences
make very interesting reading. The
major grievances are summarised as:
forced assimilation; the insensitive
administration of the two-year work
bond; and the refusal to recognise
overseas qualifications. The third of
these is still highly relevant today, while
some Would like to go back to the days
of assimilation in the interest of 'social
cohesion'. But the DPs survived and, on
the whole, harbour few grudges. The
world they fled from in the 1940s has
never been put back together in a form
acceptable to most of them, while
Australia has remained peaceful,
prosperous and relatively tolerant. This
is an excellent book and was long
overdue.
*Dr fupp is Director, Centre for Immigration
and Multicultural Studies, Research School
of Social Sciences.

and Professor Jacques Monet, of
Toronto, on Canada write authoritatively on the two countries' boulderstrewn road to national independence,
recognising the relevance of Jebb's view
that nationalism is patriotism uniting
people sharing the same territory, irrespective of religious, racial, and cultural
differences. Jebb, thou shouldst be living at this hour!
John Eddy and Sir Keith Sinclair, of
Auckland, trace Jebb's perceptions of
the movement towards emancipation
from colonial status in Australia and
New Zealand respectively.
These
chapters will no doubt arouse particular
interest among local readers, especially
as many of the issues raised are still
relevant today. So also will Dr Avner
Offer's sweeping survey of Asian labour
and white nationalism in tiie Pacific rim
societies, which looks at Chinese,
Indian, and Japanese migrations to
California, British Columbia and Australia and at the exclusionist policies
which they engendered.
What emerges from this absorbing
book, with its expert contributions,
scholarly annotations and 'pioneer' bibliography of Jebb's major writings by
Roger Jones, of Ottawa, is above all the
stature of Jebb himself as a remarkably
astute analyst of the forces towards national independence among the white
colonies in the generation before the
First World War. As MacDonagh writes,
'His originality, and tiie reason for his
profound impact upon imperial theory
before the First World War, was his
discernment of and sympathy with
contemporary colonial trends.'

Issues
But no less interesting is the reader's
realisation that many of the issues alive
when Jebb was sailing to various imperial shores have continued to haunt
their countries in similar or different
guises, whether in Quebec or Black
South Africa or indigenous aspirations
in Australia and New Zealand. This
book is a bicentennial legacy with a difference. It deserves to be widely read
and when it is reprinted, would it be
possible to correct such orthographical
aberrations as 'Offner' on the contents
page, 'seiges', 'tory', and 'concommitant', which would have made
the older Jebb wince, if not squirm?
* Professor Elliott is a former Master of
University House.

Sir Ninian Stephen to speak at
Blacktown fund presentation
In 1988 the Friends of the ANU Library launched an appeal for a fund
in memoiy of Sir Richard Blackburn,
former ANU Chancellor. The fund is
to be used to buy for the Library rare
and important books in the history of
English law and on English literature, which represent Sir Richard's
two main professional and private interests.
On Wednesday 31 May at 6pm, Sir
Ninian Stephen, former GovernorGeneral of Australia, will give a lecture to mark the presentation of the
first books from the fund to the University. It will be held in the Common Room, University House, and
will be foUowed by a dinner in the
Hall, University House. Lady Blackbum will be present.

The books to be presented are a
copy of Magna Carta published by
Richard Tottell in London inl556, the
most important and now very rare
early edition of this fundamental text
of English law, and a set of the Limited Editions Club edition of Shakespeare's Plays, in 39 folio volumes,
designed by Bruce Rogers, illustrated
by many of the best-known graphic
artists of the 20th century, and
printed in 1939-41.
All donors to the appeal, and many
other members of the University, are
receiving invitations to the lecture
and dinner, but all are warmly invited to attend; admission will be by
$50 donation. Please contact the Honorary Secretary, Friends of the Library, Menzies Building of the Library, or call (49)2981 before 17 May.

Com. from Page 8

AUSTRONESIAN
PROJ E C T SEM, James J. Fox Issues in Eastern Indonesian
Ethnography, 12.30pm, sem
rm C, Coombs.
ECONOMICS RSSS SEM,
John MickleWright - Unemployment Compensation, Employment Policy & Labour
Market Transitions, 2pm, sem
rm A, Coombs.
Mond^Yi 8 M^y
ECONOMICS
RSPacS
PUBLIC SEM, Ross Garnaut (A-JRC) - A Pacific Free
Trade Area?, 12.30pm, sem rm
A, Coombs.
G E O G R A P H Y FACULTY
O F S C I E N C E SEM, D r
John Overton - Water, Water
Everywhere - The Krian Irrigation Scheme in Malaysia,
3.30pm, lect rm 2, Dedman.
PSYCHOLOGY
THE
F A C U L T I E S S E M , Judith
Parr - Reprocessing Written
Text: Cognitive Aspects,
3.30pm, rm 105, Psychology.
SOCIOLOGY
FACULTY
O F A R T S S E M , Dr P.
Filmer - Ethnomethodology An Update, 3.45pm, rm 2095,
Haydon-AUen.
AITEA & CCAE PUBLIC
L E C T U R E , Em Prof Leslie
M. Lipson (Political Science,
California Uni, Berkeley) Amalgamated Universities:
The American Experience,
5.30pm, Union Conference
Rm 1, Bldg 1, CCAE.

Tuesday 9 May
POLITICAL & SOCIAL
C H A N G E RSPacS SEM,
Derry Habir - Public Policy
and State Enterprise in Indonesia, 11am, sem rm C,
Coombs.
ECONOMICS
RSPacS
SEM, Peter Hall (ADFA) The Innovation Process and
the Evolution of Technology,
2pm, sem rm B.
P A C I F I C & SE ASIAN
HISTORY RSPacS SEM,
David Marr - The Allied Clandestine Steeplechase to Hanoi
1942-45, 2pm, sem rm E.
HRC SEM, Dr Paul Duro The Foundation of the French
Royal Academy of Painting &
Sculpture, 4pm, HRC, Hope.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
RSSS SEM, Prof LesUe Lipson (California Uni, Berkeley)
- Elections in the United
States: the Process and the
Problems, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.
ZOOLOGY SEM, Eva Bugledich. Final MSc Sem Growth and Growth Hormone
in Tammar Wallabies, 4pm,
sem rm B22, Zoology.
ZOOLOGY
S E M , Joha
Trueman, Final Grad Dip Sem
- Corduliid (Insecta: Odonata)
Taxonomy, 4.30pm, sem rm
B22, Zoology.

Wednesday

1% Mav

ANTHROPOLGY,
PREH I S T O R Y & ANTHROPOLOGY SEM, Dr Donald
Gardner - Mianmin Leadership
and the Big Men/Great Men
Distinction, 9.30am, sem rm
C, Coombs.
HISTORY
OF
IDEAS
UNIT RSSS SEM, Prof Eugene Kamenka & Prof Alice
E.-S. Tay (UNSW) - Models
of Revolution and the Jacobin
Legacy, 11am, sem rm A,
Coombs.
P H I L O S O P H Y RSSS &
FACULTY
OF
ARTS
SEM, Crispin Wright (St Andrews, Michigan Uni) Minimal Truth & Realism,
2pm, sem rm E, Coombs.
LINGUISTICS FACULTY
OF ARTS SEM, Samantha
Karmel - How Migrating to
Australia Can *Stuff' Up Your

German and Other Stories,
4pm, rm 2135, Dedman.
PUBLIC LECTURE Urban
Research Centre, Em Prof
John W. Reps (recently retired
from Comell Uni) - Making a
Capital City: the Planning &
Development of Washington
DC, 8pm, Coombs. Inquiries
U P R

X2229/4144.

Thursday 11 Mav
HISTORY RSSS SEM, D r
Neville Meaney - Invasion
Scare Novels and the Legend
of the Nineties: Australian Political Culture from William
Lane to D. H. Lawrence,
10.45am, sem rm A, Coombs.
FACULTY
OF
ECONOMICS
&
COMM E R C E . S E M , Ms Ernestine
Gross (School of Banking &
Finance, UNSW) - On Market
Structures, Company Structures
& the Issue of Ownership &
Control, 2pm, Economics
Dept Centre, rm 1048, Copland.
AUST'N I N S T I T U T E O F
ABORIGINAL
STUDIES
SEM, Dr Jane Simpson & Dr
David Nash - Archiving Machine-Readable Files: the National Lexicography Project,
2.30pm, conf rm, AIAS.
RSES
SECRETARY'S
OFFICE
S E M , Prof Bill
Compston - Lead Isotopic
Evolution on the Moon, 4pm,
sem rm, Jaeger.
HISTORY FACULTY OF
ARTS SEM, Nicholas Brown
- The Beasts are by their
Denns Exprest: Australian
Conservation, Decentralisation & the Organisation of
Life in the 1950s, 5pm, Geoffrey Fairbaim Rm.

Friday

12 May

POLITICAL
SCIENCE
FACULTY
OF
ARTS
SEM, Dr Esta Ungar - Vietnam:
Recent
Economic
Changes & Implications for
Foreign Policy, 11am, rm
2069, Pol Sc, Copland.
STRATEGIC & DEFENCE
STUDIES CENTRE SEM,
Denis McLean - Australia and
New Zealand: A Strategic Entity? 11am, sem rm B,
Coombs.
E C O N O M I C S RSSS SEM,
L. Carmichael - Labour Hoarding & Unemployment, 2pm,
sem rm D, Coombs.
P R E H I S T O R Y RSPacS Ik
FACULTIES SEM, Dr Mike
Morwood - The Archaeology
of North Queensland Rock Art,
3pm, sem rm A, Coombs.

Monday

15 May

AUST-JAPAN RESEARCH
C E N T R E SEM, Dr Xiaokai
Yang (Monash Uni) - The
Relation Between Economic
Growth and Property Rights,
12pm, sem rm 4, Crawford.
ECONOMICS
RSPacS
SEM, Rod Tyres (Economics,
Adelaide) - A 'Booming Sector' Approach to Labour Policy in Singapore, 2pm, sem
rm B, rm 7139.
G E O G R A P H Y FACULTY
O F SCIENCE SEM, Dr G.
Laughlin - The Production of
Wind Probability Maps for
Australia, 3.30pm, lect rm 2,
Dedman.
PSYCHOLOGY
THE
FACULTIES
S E M , Dr
Dorothy Broom - Australian
Women's Health Centres:
Dilemmas and Contradictions,
3.30pm, rm 105, Psychology.

Tygs^ay

May

POLITICAL & SOCIAL
C H A N G E RSPacS SEM,
Viberto Selochan - Reprofessionalizing the Armed Forces
of the Philippines, 11am, sem
rm C, Coombs.
HRC SEM, Prof Ian Donald-

son - Inventing *Jonson' &
'Shakespeare', 4pm, HRC,
Hope.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
RSSS SEM, Prof Fred Gruen
- The Political Economy of
the Logging Industry, 4pm,
sem rm D, Coombs.

Wednesday

17 May

A N T H R O P O L O G Y , PREHISTORY & ANTHROP O L O G Y SEM, Dr Nicolas
Peterson - Is Secular Assimilation Possible? Cash, Commoditisation and the Persistence of Aboriginal Culture,
9.30am, sem rm C, Coombs.
L I N G U I S T I C S FACULTY
O F A R T S S E M , Irene
Poinkin - The Syntax and
Semantics of the Russian
Preposition U, 4pm, rm 2135,
Dedman.

Thursday 18 May
HISTORY RSSS SEM, D r
Peter
Cochrane
Memorialisation & the Digger
Legend:
the
Simpson
Memorial Appeal of 1933,
10.45am, sem rm A, Coombs.
E C O N O M I C S T H E FACU L T I E S SEM, Prof Stuait
Tumbull (AGSM, UNSW,
Toronto Uni) - Pricing Interest Rate Options, 2pm, Econ
Dept Ctr, rm 1048, Copland.
PHILOSOPHY
RSSS
SEM, Jack Smart - Explanation, 2pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.
AUST'N I N S T I T U T E O F
ABORIGINAL
STUDIES
SEM, Dr Luke Taylor - AIAS
Aboriginal Visual Artists Biographical Database, 2.30pm,
conf rm, AIAS.
RSES
SECRETARY'S
OFFICE SEM, Mr Makenya
Maboko - A Chronology of
Metamorphism & Cooling in
the Musgrave Ranges, Central
Australia, 4pm, sem rm,
Jaeger.
HISTORY FACULTY OF
ARTS
S E M , Mr L E. S.
Gagg - Profile of an Industry.
The Survey of the Wheat Industry by the Royal Commission on the Wheat, Flour &
Bread Industries in 1934,
5pm, Geoffrey Fairbaim Rm.

Friday 19 May
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
FACULTY
OF
ARTS
S E M , Chris Leithner Enough is Enough: It's Time
for a (Positive) Look at the
Australian Country Party,
11am, Pol Sc, rm 2069, Copland.

Monday 22 May

The New Defence Debate in
Europe, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.

Wednesday

24 May

AUST-JAPAN RESEARCH
C E N T R E SEM, Dr D. T.
Healey (Adelaide Uni) Japanese Capital Exports,
12pm, sem rm 3, Crawford.
LINGUISTICS FACULTY
O F A R T S S E M , Nicki
Goodwin (Speech Pathologist,
Woden VaUey Hosp) - Application of Linguistics in
Speech Pathology, 4pm, rm
2135, Dedman.

Thyrs^ay 2? May
HISTORY RSSS SEM, Ray
Sutton - T h e y Treated Us
Like a Piece of Stale Fish':
Reflections on Labour Movement Animosity Towards the
Boy Scouts,
1920-1940,
10.45am, sem rm A, Coombs.
PHILOSOPHY
RSSS
S E M , Robin Davies - TBA,
2pm, sem rm E, Coombs.
AUST'N I N S T I T U T E O F
ABORIGINAL
STUDIES
SEM,
Kevin Keefe Research & Policy: A Case
Study in Aboriginal Education,
2.30pm, conf rm, AIAS.
RSES
SECRETARY'S
O F F I C E SEM, Dr Martin
Drury - Crystal Lattice to
Lithosphere Scale Deformation & Metasomatism in the
Upper Mantle, 4pm, sem rm,
HISTORY FACULTY OF
ARTS SEM, Dr Anthea Hyslop - Death Strikes Home: the
Spanish Influenza Pandemic in
Australia , 1919, 5pm, Geoffrey Fairbaim Rm.

Friday 26 May
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
FACULTY
OF
ARTS
S E M , Mark Sawers, Topic
TBA, 11am, Pol Sc, rm 2069,
Copland.

Monday 29 May
AUST-JAPAN RESEARCH
C E N T R E SEM, Mr JongSoon Kang - Thesis Analytical Framework, 12pm, sem nn
4, Crawford.
G E O G R A P H Y FACULTY
OF SCIENCE SEM, David
Moore - Use of GIS for Vegetation Mapping at Kialoa,
3.30pm, lect rm 2, Dedman.
PSYCHOLOGY
THE
F A C U L T I E S SEM, Robert
Lynd-Stevenson - Deductive
Science & the Causal Analysis
of Social Processes, 3.30pm,
rm 105, Psychology.

Tuesday 30 May

AUST-JAPAN RESEARCH
C E N T R E PUBLIC SEM,
Dr Peter Drysdale - Japan's
Trade Diplomacy, 12.30pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
G E O G R A P H Y FACULTY
OF SCIENCE SEM, Terry
Birdes - A Single (Western)
Europe? Implications of the
Changing Division of External Relations Powers Between
the European Community and
Member States, 3.30pm, lect
rm 2, Dedman.
PSYCHOLOGY
THE
FACULTIES SEM, Dr Deborah Terry - Direction of Effects in Stress and Coping,
3.30pm, rm 105, Psychology.

ECONOMICS
RSPacS
SEM, Anne Booth & R. M.
Sundrum - Employment Trends
& Policies in Indonesia, 2pm,
sem rm B.
P A C I F I C & SE ASIAN
HISTORY RSPacS SEM,
Dr Peter Bellwood (Visiting
Fellow, Austronesian Project)
- Are there Antecedents for
the Lapita Archaeological
Complex in Island Southeast
Asia? 2pm, sem rm E.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
RSSS
S E M , Dr Marian
Sawer - The Battle for the
Family: Family Policy in
Australian Electoral Politics in
the 1980s, 4pm, sem rm D,
Coombs.

Tuesday 23 May

Wednesday 31 May

ECONOMICS
RSPacS
SEM, Will Martin (NCDS) China's Foreign Exchange
System, 2pm, sem rm B.
P A C I F I C & SE ASIAN
HISTORY RSPacS SEM,
Dr Ann Kumar - The Discovery of Java, 2pm, sem rm E.
HRC SEM, Sylvia Lawson How Rajnnond WiUiams Died
in Australia, 4pm, HRC,
Hope.

LINGUISTICS FACULTY
OF ARTS SEM, Elizabeth
Murphy - Language & Dimentia, 4pm, rm 2135, Dedman.

POLITICAL
SCIENCE
RSSS SEM, Andrew Mack -

Thursday 1 .Tune
AUST'N INSTITUTE O F
ABORIGINAL
STUDIES
SEM, Dr Joseph Reser - The
Question of Aboriginal Suicide: Findings & Issues,
2.30pm, conf rm, AIAS.
HISTORY FACULTY O F
ARTS & RSSS SEM, Dr

Alan Arkinson - The Civil
Status of Convicts in America
& NSW, 5pm, Arts meet rm,
G28, Haydon-AUen.

Meetiiigs
Tuesday 23 May
ANU CLUB FOR WOMEN
lunchtime meeting 12.30pm,
New Parliament House.

Thursday 1 June
AUSTRALIAN FEDERAT I O N O F UNIVERSITY
W O M E N (ACT) monthly
meeting, Ms Pamille Berg Furnishing Parliament House,
7.30pm, RSC.

Arts and
Entertainment
Entries for the next issue
close
at
5pm
on
Wednesday 3 May and
will be for the period Friday 12 May to Thursday 1
June inclusive. Each notice should be typed on a
separate piece of paper.
Publication is restricted
to events on campus.
Frjd^y 28 April
CANBERRA SCHOOL O F
ART STAFF SHOW, an exhibition of works by Foundation lecturers until 29/4.
Gallery Hours: Tues-Fri 10am4pm, Sat 11 am-5pm.
ANU ARTS CENTRE presents The Beggar's Opera,
8pm, until 6 May, bookings
571077.

Sunday 30 April
SCHOOL O F MUSIC Ensemble Series VI, Michael
Scott, f l u t e &
Louise
Johnson, harp perform works
by Ravel, Damase & Andre,
4pm, Recital Rm, $5 & $3

T^es^ay 2 May
SCHOOL O F MUSIC Faculty Series V, Richard Mclntyre, bassoon & Geoffrey
Tozer, piano perform works
by Weber, Hindemith &
Berlioz, 8.15pm, Recital Rm,
$5 & $3 conc.

Friday ? May
SCHOOL O F MUSIC Orchestral Series HI, Conductors
John Painter & Michael
ahy, 8.15pm, LleweUyn Hall,
$5 & $3 conc.

We^nes^ay

10 May

SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC
Virtuoso Series II, Hector
McDonald with Symphony
Schiiller, Sonatine
Richard
Strauss, 8.15pm, Llewellyn
HaU, $5 & $3 conc.

Thtin^ay
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SCHOOL O F MUSIC Jazz
at the Cross featuring the
CSM Big Band, Southern
Cross Qub.

Visitors
DR SYLVIA LAWSON, an
independent writer/scholar at
the Humanities Research Centre until 10 July 1989.

PROGRAM. DITAC will finance a research project or
sem/workshop, in conjunction
with o/seas scientists or technologists, with academic or
industrial applications. Applications close 30 April for activities commencing 1/1 20/6/90 and 1 Oct for the period 1/7 - 31/12/90. Contact
Rosalie Greener, Research
Grants Coordinator, x2398.
NATIONAL ENERGY RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
AND D E M O N S T R A T I O N
C O U N C I L Grants avaU for
R, D&D projects on energy
technology.
Applications
close 12 May 1989. Contact
Rosalie Greener, Research
Grants Coordinator, x2398.
DITAC INDUSTRY RESEARCH & DEVELOPM E N T B O A R D 1990-92
Generic Technology Grants
Scheme applications f o r
Biotechnology, Communications & Information Techologies close 26 May 1989 and
for New Materials Grants close
16 June 1989. Contact Rosalie Greener, Research Grants
Office, x2398.
NATIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH
&
SAFETY
COMMISSION
RESEARCH
GRANTS
applications for research in
the areas of occupational skin
disorders and cancer close 26
May 1989. Contact Rosalie
Greener, Research Grants
Office, x2398.
NATIONAL
MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS SOCIETY OF
A U S T Research Grants &
Fellowships f o r approved
clinical, lab-based, epidemiological or rehabilitative studies, training or equipment;
close 31/5/89. Postgraduate
Research Scholarships for MS
research training;
close
31/8/S9. Contact Brenda
Bradley, Neurology Dept.
Royal Adelaide Hospital,
(08)2320275.
THE AUST'N
KIDNEY
FOUNDATION Medical Research Grants and Scholarships avail in 1990 for research on the kidney and urinary tract. Closing dates
5/6/89 and 21/8/89 respectively. Enquiries to Rosalie
Greener, Research Grants Office, x2398.
AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY
O F T H E HUMANITIES.
Three travel awards offering
for short-term study abroad to
Humanities scholars engaged
in teaching and research.
Closing date 30 June 1989.
Subsidies also avail to assist
the publication of scholarly
work with an existing publisher. Application forms for
both grants and subsidies
avail from the Academy
487744.
SANWA BANK FOUNDATION Annual Research Award
for ANU graduate student or
final year undergraduate student in Japanese Studies, pref
Business or Commerce field.
Enquiries to John McBride,
Aust - Japan Research Centre
493780; applications close 1
July 1989 to Registrar, ANU.

^ ^

Hire a Student

^ ^ ^

All types of Casual and Part-time
work wanted, e.g.:
• GARDENING • CLEANING • CHILD
CARE • TUTORING • PARTY HELP • ETC •
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates

Awards
INAUGURAL R. J. W. LE
FEVRE
MEMORIAL
PRIZE
1989 shall
be
awarded to a young scientist
for distinguished basic research in chemistry. Nominations are invited and close 30
April with the Australian
Academy of Science, 475777.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY COLLABORATION

ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
49 3674
A N U R e p o r t e r is p u b l i s h e d by
University P u b l i c Relations, 28
Balmain Crescent, Acton ACT
2601 (tel. (062) 492229, f a x (062)
4 9 0 7 4 2 ) 20 times a year o n the
s e c o n d and fourth Fridays o f the
m o n t h during t h e academic year.
P r i n t e d b y P i r i e Printers Sales
Pty L t d , Fyshwick A C T 2 6 0 9 .
R e g i s t e r e d b y AustraUa P o s t
PubUcation N o . N B G 7162.
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Classified
Advertisements are restricted to staff and students of the University
and members of convocation and to 20 words
each. Normally, only one
advertisement per person
can be accepted for each
issue. Typed advertisements should be sent or
delivered to ANU Reporter, University Public
Relations. The envelope
should
be
marked,
'Advertisement'. No advertisements can be taken
over the telephone. The
closing date for the next
issue is Wednesday 3
May 1 9 8 9 .
Inquiries
X2106.

For Sale
3 PIECE SUITE $30; single
bed & mattress $20; 901032.
BAR F R I D G E Philips, vgc
$190; Yashica camera, auto,
flash, timer, wind, new $300,
sell $160; S. Fahey rm A234,
B&G Hall, 493083.
B E D QS pine base, Cpt
Snooze Atlantis mattress,
both
vgc,
$250;
Glen
X0220/0229.
B I C Y C L E ladies 5sp, gd
cond $50; beach umbrella
$10; 3spd oscillating fan $30;
child desk $10; stroUer $10;
cot mattress $3; 811968.
B I K E 1/2 yo, 27" wheels, ex
cond, still under warranty,
original price $290, sell
$140; Roger, D130 Toad Hall,
message on x4722.
B I K E Repco Skyline mountain bike 12 spd, ex cond
$250; x4091/2842.
CAMERA YASHICA FR-I,
1:1.7, AE 4-1/1,000, Man 11/1000 & B, black body,
brand new with leather case,
flash, UV filter, $200 for
quick
sale;
490157(w),
811875(h).
CANBERRA GRAMMAR
winter uniform Size 19 $65,
Duffle Coat $25, Soccer Top
$15. All ex cond. x2229,
958020(h).
CANON AP410 elec typewriter, correction memory,
format options, used sparingly, accessories & manuals,
$600 ono; x4187.
CHILD CAR SEATS: foam
booster and Safe^n Sound,
both gd cond. $30ea ono;
822827.
COMPUTER Sanyo 550 m \
360K & 720K drives & monitor, elec typewriter/printer,
Wordstar, Calcstar, english &
international daisy wheels,
manuals & disks, $1500 ono;
x2049, 574046.
COMPUTER. Portable Sharp
PC7000, IBM comp. Two 5
1/4" drives, 16 bit, 8086-2
proc. Crystal backlit screen, 3
ports, 8kg. Many options,
free WP & other software,
$1200 ono; x3691, 480626.
ELEC BLANKETS: deluxe
$35, used $15; stereo cass
player $25; cot mattress $10;
baby worker. Bumper $4ea;
baby dress tbl $5; Singer sew
mach $250; x3759.
F L U T E Yamaha, ex cond
$250; bush jacket (L) never
worn
$40;
x2003,
544498(ah).
F R E E Z E R chest 2001tr, ex
cond, $150; Denise x4284,
275725(h).
HOT
WATER
TANK
RHEEM 1251tr as new, still
under warranty.$150 ono;
Louise x2476, 588293(h).

IBM laptop with printer
2*720 D/D $1000; Brother
EP44 elec port typewriter &
printer $200; x2539/0403,
417946.
IBM PC/XT clone, 640k
RAM, 360k F/drive, 30M/byte
H/drive, monochrome screen.
Ml 109 80col printer, software
& manuals, $1800 ono; Brian
X2078, 470878(ah).
LARGE OAK DESK needs
stripping, $100; 2 decorative
iron sgl bed frames, $50; med
fridge, avail late May, $70;
x3000, 475736(h).
LEATHER
sport shoes,
ladies, never used, white with
pink swoosh, size 4-4 1/2.
New $80, sell $40; Poh Lee
474766.
L O U N G E $70; Speedwell
bike $70; blue wardrobe $35;
wardrobe (nursery) needs
painting $25; 514681.
L O U N G E 'MEDINA^ (1x2,
2x1) brown velvet, high back,
blackwood arm inserts, vgc
$500; 313273(ah).
MAC
SOFTWARE:
WRITENOW 2.0. Multiple
columns
and
files.
Reads/Writes MacWrite files.
New unopened $199 (normally
$300); Paul or Phil x4678.
MAP DRAWING TABLE
3x4ft, full width drawer, adjustable height, ex cond. $80;
540259.
M O D E M pocket size, 3001200bps, $180; Ml 109 80col
Brother printer $250. Both in
mint cond. Message for David
x4722.
M O T H E R C A R E slip-on
table seat $15; salad spinner,
new $4; Ige sofa $15; Safe'n
Sound car seat, gd cond $15;
Sean 49458l(w), 516967(h).
N O R W E G I A N X-country
skis, 210cm, $100 ono; red
Canberra bricks, $30/100; fire
griU $30; wardrobe $20; 3
bikes;
Peter
Koller
493789(w), 412496(h).
SHEEPSKIN jacket, ladies
size 12, as new $100; Sunbeam frypan with slow cooker
insert, vgc $45; wooden table
$40; white rug $60; x5187,
416551 (ah).
SINGLE BED innersp base
& matt, gd cond $50 ono;
Moran lounge suite (1x2, 2x1)
gold velour, $290 ono; Penny
x3872. Wed pm to Fri.
SINGLE BEDS 2 c/w foam
mattresses, $30 ea; 2 dbl air
beds, $20 & $15; folding cot,
$20; x2477, 542688(ah).
SINGLE DIVAN bed & innersp matt, lacquered pine,
$100; wardrobe, lacquered
pine, as new, $100; Sunbeam
steam iron $25; Martin
x3022.
SIZE 10 Catholic Primary
uniform $9; green netball
skirts (12) $4ea; St Joseph's
tracksuit (12) $9; winter tunics (12&14) $9ea; x3841.
Ski boots, Nordica NS785,
size 61/2 - 71/2, vgc $100;
863633.
SOLID F U E L HEATER
'Wannbrite* Ige size with new
firebricks, cement & iron
gate, $100; J. Armstrong,
RSBS, x4211.
SONY video 8 V-100 pro,
case, tele/w angle, adapters, 3
batteries, 500W light, monopod, only used 40hrs, $2200;
genuine Soviet racing bike
lOspd $150; X2791/2716,
470693.

SQUASH RACKET Tempo
Donnay $20; new Dunlop Supermax $90 ono; Tiong
493904(ah).
ST G E O R G E stove $150 ex
cond. x2229 958020(h)
S T E R E O Philips 3 in 1 mini,
gd
cond.
$110
ono;
477253 (ah).
T O S H I B A 1200ff laptop. In-
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cludes carrycase, MS DOS.
Still under warranty with ACT
dealer. As new $2000;
363167(ah), 494112(bh).
T O W B A R Carousel to suit
Mazda 626, $20; Rus x3379
or Kim 884286(h).
TV Colour 18" VHF/UHF with
stand $250; 951506.
VIDEO CABINET, TV trol
ley, curtains, rocking chairs,
desk, bookshelf, m'wave f/f
convect oven, old dressing
table, sideboard; 582531 after
7pm.
WHEATEN
BANTAMS
breeding pair, 9 mths old, $5;
477304.
W H E E L S 4 X standard 14"
wheels to suit Toyota Celica,
$250 ono; Paul x5967.
Motpr
Vehicles
1976 MINI, white, gd cond
& sparkling clean ashtrays,
rego to 1/90. Only to gd
home, $2800 ono; Alisa Turrell 752222(w), 880051(h).
DATS UN 180B Sedan '72,
rego to 5/89. Good runner,
ideal for pottering around
Canberra. Recent service
$1600 ono; 591016(ah).
DATSUN 200B GX '77, ex
cond, 12 mths rego, $3200;
X2791/2716,

470693.

HONDA Civic '80, 12mths
rego, mechanically sound, radio/cass, $6250; 95278l(w),
821124(h).
MAZDA 929 '76 s/wagon.
Must sell, owner going o.s
$ 2 1 0 0 ; X3180

(Tues-Thurs),

317745(ah).
MAZDA 1500 SS $1600, gd
cond; 813870(ah).
T O Y O T A Corolla CS '79,
a/c, radio/cass. vgc $3900
ono; 951506.
TOYOTA Corolla CS '84,
1.3L, 5spd, ex cond, full
maint record, AM/FM cass
stereo, 94000km, $8500;
Daniel 465092(w), 574980(h).

Wanlfid
3 DIMPLEX or equiv storage
heaters; 493018, 571764.
AERATION PUMP for outside fish pond (2xlxlm) in
working order; x3578.
GUITAR CASE in gd cond;
Paul x5967.
R U C K S A C K approx 701lr
capacity, in reas cond; x0237,
881041(ah).
SEBEL CHAIR Style made
several years ago, shaped like
a papa san chair; x4113.
SLIDE, suitable 4yo; Natalie
x3272, 470051 (ah).
TEA CHESTS, p a c k i n g
cases; Mark AUon x4020.
WOODEN or aluminium ladder, suitable for home maintenance; S. Domoney x0621,
496830(ah).

FOUND Amount of money
last week in vicinity of Union
Court; x2229.
MAPS & diagrams drawn for
theses & papers. Competitive
rates & prof finish by experienced qualified cartographer;
591016(ah).

Accommodation
Available
A I N S L I E Person, 25+, pref
fem, for semi-veg'n hse. Suit
artistic or musically inclined,
$55-65;
472721(h),
769161(b).
ARANDA N/s person or couple to share Ige attractive 3br
hse with IM, IF. Elec healing, quiet street $60pw; Don
x3379, 531390(h).

C O O K Mod t'hse f/f, intemal
access garage, secluded garden,
suit visiting fellow or snr
scientist, avail
15/5
30/9/89, $180pw; x2542,
515921.
CURTIN Person to share 3br
hse with IM, IF. Open fire,
lovely garden, quiet street,
$54pw; Sue 670555(bh),
810135(ah).
H A C K E T T hse & car avail
1/7 - 6/10. Suit visitor, not
small children because of inground pool; x4694.
H A W K E R Lge 4br f/f exec
home, lovely views, Marrakai
St, avail lyr from 5/7,
$260pw; x3397, 548382(ah).
H I G G I N S Male, n/s to share
3 brm hse, own room &
garage, $60pw; David x2691.
KALEEN 4br ens hse, f/f,
piano, open fire. Avail 9/7/89
- 30/1/90, $170pw neg;
X2539/0403, 417946(ah).
L A R G E R O O M in lge attractive quiet hse. Pref n/s
semi-veg'n person, 24+;
952041, 494653(bh).
LYNEHAM Mature person
wanted for newly renovated
house, small but furnished
room, with BIR, $45pw;
475017(h).
O ' C O N N O R Rm in 3br share
hse, close to Lyneham shops,
F, n/s pref. $40pw, share
exps; Brian x2078, 470878.
Q U E A N B E Y A N 1 b/r fum.
unit, close to shops $65pw;
588121(h).
QUEANBEYAN N/smokers
to share new 4br fum hse with
car accomm or car t'port
to/from Uni daily, $50pw;
x2797, 979031(h).
Q U E A N B E Y A N Person to
share lge hse with 2 others,
$50 + exp; 493483(w),
972444(w).
SYDNEY hse to rent, f/f, two
storey, 3br terrace. Newtown,
close to UNSW & shops,
$260,
bond
req'd;
(062)486689.
TURNER Lge 4br f/f hse,
5min walk ANU, avail midJune to mid-Feb, $130pw;
X2791/2716, 470693.
WATSON Comf 4br f/f hse
avail 18/8 - 30/10/89; x2387,
415190(ah).
Accommodation

mnu^
HOUSE garden & pets minded
July-Dec by mature couple, ref
avaU; 813870(ah).
NORTH
S U B U R B pref.
Young, active British granny
with o/s exp & exc refs seeks
live-in hse/garden/pet caring
situation, 11/89 to 3/90; S.
Domoney x0621, 496830(ah).
O ' C O N N O R Almost Ibr fum
gdn flat, share facs with
owner. ML $90pw or MF
$80pw (+elec). May/June to
Dec; 477887(ah).
VISITING Aust'n professor
& wife wish to rent accomm
9/89 - 3/90 or exchange with
visitor to UNE, Armidale;
Hardaker (067)721159, Mrs
Heidemannns x2188.
Secretarial
CHINESE & ENGLISH
wordprocessing for books, articles, theses, essays, CVs,
private corres etc. Competitive
rates;
Tony
x4485,
925211 (ah).
T Y P I N G of private correspondence, theses, essays,
CVs, etc; x0156, 885712(h).
W O R D P R O C E S S I N G assignments, theses etc, final
copies on daisywheel printer,
reas rates, will pick up from
campus; 882038.
W O R D P R O C E S S I N G for
reports, essays, theses, etc.

Printed copy or disk. IBM
compatible, MS/Word &
Wordstar, 544233(h).
WORDPROCESSING using
computer, laser printer. Fast
efficient service; 805029
(9am-lpm), 851751 (ah).
W O R D P R O C E S S I N G , essays, theses, CVs etc. $2 dble
spaced page. Pick up & deliver
on campus. Competitive rates
& fast turnaround; x2137,
2275748.

Academic
Diary
Diary entries for the sixth
issue in 1989 close at
5pm on Wednesday 3
May, and will be for the
period Friday 12 May to
Thursday 1 June, inclusive. Please assist by
submitting ALL diary entries on the forms available f r o m University
Public Relations, x2229.
Friday 28 April
PHYSICAL & THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY RSC
S E M , Dr Daniel Bearden Report on the 30th Experimental NMR Conference,
11am, rm 134, RSC.
STRATEGIC & DEFENCE
STUDIES
CENTRE
RSPacS SEM, Gary Klintworth & Dr Ross Babbage An Australian Military Role in
Kampuchea? Prospects and
Problems, 11am, sem rm B,
Coombs.
AUSTRONESIAN
PROJECT
SEM,
Jennifer
Alexander & Qifford Sather Aspects of Stratification &
Ethnicity in North & Central
Borneo, 12.30pm, sem rm C,
Coombs.
ECONOMICS RSSS SEM,
R. Buckle - Manufacturers'
Expectations of Prices and
Quantities: New Zealand Survey Evidence, 2pm, sem rm D
Coombs.
PREHISTORY RSPacS &
FACULTIES SEM, Dr Mike
Smith - The Nature of Late
Pleistocene in Central Australia, 3pm, sem rm A,
Coombs.
ENERGY
RESEARCH
CENTRE RSPhysS SEM,
Dr B. Ghassemi - Thermofluid
Equations of High Pressure
Condensing Steam, 3.40pm,
conf rm, Oliphant.
Mgn^ay 1 May
HISTORY
OF
IDEAS
UNIT RSSS SEM, P r o f
Wilfried Rohrich (Kiel Uni) Forty Years of West German
Democracy, CANCELLED.
ECONOMICS & URBAN
RESEARCH UNIT RSSS
SEM, 1. Gough - The Welfare
State & International Competitiveness: A Five Country
Country Comparison, 11am,
sem rm B, Coombs.
AUST-JAPAN RESEARCH
C E N T R E S E M , Mr S. C.
Williams (DDIT) - The Tuna
Market in Japan, 12pm, sem
mi 4, Crawford.
GEOGRAPHY T H E FACULTIES SEM, Ken Johnson
- Graphics, Geography and
Knowing, 3.30pm, lect rm 2,
Dedman.
PSYCHOLOGY
THE
FACULTIES SEM, Dr Cobie Brinkman - Monkeys,
Movement, and Motor Areas:
New concepts for Old,
3.30pm, rm 105, Psychology.
S O C I O L O G Y FACULTY
OF ARTS SEM, Ms C.
Runciman - New Relations of

Employment: The Case or the
Australian Retail Industry,
3.45pm, rm 2095, HaydonAUen.
Tuesday 2 M a v
P O L I T I C A L & SOCIAL
CHANGE RSPacS SEM,
Michael Jacobsen - Nationbuilding at Local Level
(Eastern Highlands Papua New
Guinea), 11am, sem rm C,
Coombs.
ECONOMICS
RSPacS
SEM, Raja Junankar (Public
Policy Program/RSSS) - Fertility Differentials in Less Developed Countries, 2pm, sem
rm B, Coombs.
P A C I F I C & SE ASIAN
H I S T O R Y RSPacS SEM,
Prof Aletta Biersack (Visiting
Fellow: Austronesian Project)
- The Anthropology of Time:
A Contribution from Paiela
(Highlands, Papua New
Guinea), 2pm, sem rm E,
Coombs.
DEMOGRAPHY
RSSS
S E M , Dr Ian Diamond Components of high fertUity
in Northeast Brazil, 3.30pm,
sem rm A, Coombs.
HRC SEM, Prof Michael
Greenhalgh (Art History) David's "Marat Assassine": Its
Sources and Importance, 4pni,
HRC reading rm, Hope.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
RSSS SEM, Patrick Troy Administrative Compliance
and Govemability, 4pm, sem
rm D, Coombs.
Wg^ngstfay 3 M a y
ANTHROPOLOGY, PREHISTORY & ANTHROP O L O G Y S E M , Prof. R.
Keesing - Murder on Mt.
Austen, 9.30am, sem rm C,
Coombs.
HISTORY
OF
IDEAS
UNIT RSSS SEM, Dr David
Boucher - Idealism as a Practical Creed: Sir Henry Jones in
Australia, 11am, sem rm A,
Coombs.
LINGUISTICS FACULTY
OF ARTS SEM, T a k a k o
Toda - Disyllabic Tone Sandhi
in the Dese dialect of Chinese,
4pm, sem rm 2135, Dedman.
Thursday
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HISTORY RSSS SEM, Dr
Kosmas Tsokhas - History as
Narrative: The Intellectual
Odyssey of Sir Keith Hancock,
10.45am, sem rm A, Coombs.
CRES SEM, Mr Tony Bayes
- New Algorithms for Monotonic Functions, 12.30pm,
CRES sem rm, 5th fl, Hancock.
FACULTY
OF
ECONOMICS & COMMERCE
SEM, Dr. Will Martin, NCDS
- The Real Exchange Rate and
the Terms of Trade, 2pm,
Economics Dept Centre, room
1048, Copland.
PHILOSOPHY
RSSS
S E M , Dominic Hyde - It's a
Fuzzy Old World (Part 1),
2pm, sem rm E, Coombs.
RSES SECRETARY'S OFFICE SEM, Prof. T. Ringwood - The Early History of
the Earth-Moon, 4pm, sem
rm, Jaeger.
CHINA C E N T R E FACULTY OF ASIAN STUDIES & Contemporary China
Centre RSPacS, Bilingual
Panel Discussion: May Fourth
70th Commemoration
1
Screening of the Yellow River
Eulogy, 7pm, Haydon-Allen
Theatre.
Thursday. 5 Mav
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
FACULTY
OF
ARTS
SEM, Prof. N Viviani - The
Hawke Government's Foreign
Policy, 11am, rm 2069, Pol
Sc. Copland.
Cont. on Page 7

